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def con hacking conference speaker s corner - review board to better understand the process we use when choosing
speakers let s first start with the review board our review board consists of individuals who have years of experience in
research industry presenting and def con culture, linux nas thecus n4100evo evolve your digital office - with its low price
thecus n4100evo is one of the most affordable 4 bay nas available on the market it doesn t set records in transfer speeds
but it has its own advantages such as convenient interface reliable box hot swap possibility raid rebuilding and high stability,
def con 24 hacking conference speakers - diy nukeproofing a new dig at datamining 3alarmlampscooter hacker does the
thought of nuclear war wiping out your data keep you up at night don t trust third party data centers, scott hanselman s
2014 ultimate developer and power users - scott hanselman is a former professor former chief architect in finance now
speaker consultant father diabetic and microsoft employee he is a failed stand up comic a cornrower and a book author,
news breaking stories updates telegraph - latest breaking news including politics crime and celebrity find stories updates
and expert opinion, hollywood reporter entertainment news - the hollywood reporter is your source for breaking news
about hollywood and entertainment including movies tv reviews and industry blogs, www nancha web net - folk unwishful
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